
Media and entertainment magic

Experience the best of imaging, audio and entertainment technology with Sony.

For decades, you’ve known us for true-to-life imagery, and that

nobody brings together picture and sound with the clarity and

fidelity that we do. 

Allow us to bring even higher levels of technology to work for

your pleasure as well as for your creative satisfaction. From the

latest Sony mirrorless video camera, to our newest range of

imaging technology that uses intelligent vision sensors with AI

processing functionality, our Sony noise cancellation

headphones, and the just launched 5-G Sony Experia 1 IV that

features a 4K HDR 120 fps camera with lenses from 80mm to

128mm.

Also, get ready for a seamless Sony experience of news and

media updates from our colleagues at CBS, films and music as

well as gaming on Play Station. All online and cloud-enabled

and managed. Anytime, anywhere viewing and enjoyment made

possible by Sony, the world’s leading media and entertainment

company.

Media, entertainment, technology. MET magic yet? 

www.sonystream.com



Media and entertainment magic

For movie-like gaming entertainment, your final station is Sony. 

Gaming enthusiasts know there’s no greater thrill than Play

Station, and we’re on to the fifth generation of gaming

technology now with PS 5. Not to mention the latest games

and new seasons, adding to the challenge and enjoyment.

What’s more, now you can enjoy a seamless Sony experience of

gaming on Play Station as well as news and media updates

from our colleagues at CBS, films and music. All online and

cloud-enabled and managed. Anytime, anywhere viewing and

enjoyment made possible by Sony, the world’s leading media

and entertainment company.

And you can expect even higher levels of technology to work

for your pleasure as well as for your creative satisfaction. From

the latest Sony mirrorless video camera, to our newest range

of imaging technology that uses intelligent vision sensors with

AI processing functionality, our Sony noise cancellation

headphones, and the just launched 5-G Sony Experia 1 IV that

features a 4K HDR 120 fps camera with lenses from 80mm to

128mm.

Media, entertainment, technology. MET magic yet? 

www.sonystream.com



Media and entertainment magic

For the spectacle of cinema that helps us dream, picture only Sony.

For four decades we have regaled audiences around the world

with our films from Sony Pictures and Columbia. Always

entertaining, and fuelling your imagination.

You’ll be thrilled to know that now you can enjoy a seamless

Sony experience of films, music and gaming on Play Station as

well as news and media updates from our colleagues at CBS. All

online and cloud-enabled and managed. Anytime, anywhere

viewing and enjoyment made possible by Sony, the world’s

leading media and entertainment company.

And you can expect even higher levels of technology to work for

your pleasure as well as for your creative satisfaction. From the

latest Sony mirrorless video camera, to our newest range of

imaging technology that uses intelligent vision sensors with AI

processing functionality, our Sony noise cancellation

headphones, and the just launched 5-G Sony Experia 1 IV that

features a 4K HDR 120 fps camera with lenses from 80mm to

128mm.

Media, entertainment, technology. MET magic yet? 

www.sonystream.com



Media and entertainment magic

For music that unites the world, none resonates like Sony 

When you consider that we’ve been bringing you the best of

music from all genres for several decades, you could say we

speak the universal language. 

Now you can enjoy the latest hits as well as the golden oldies

with a seamless Sony experience of streaming music, films and

gaming on Play Station as well as news and media updates from

our colleagues at CBS. All online and cloud-enabled and

managed. Anytime, anywhere viewing and enjoyment made

possible by Sony, the world’s leading media and entertainment

company.

And you can expect even higher levels of technology to work for

your pleasure as well as for your creative satisfaction. From the

latest Sony mirrorless video camera, to our newest range of

imaging technology that uses intelligent vision sensors with AI

processing functionality, our Sony noise cancellation

headphones, and the just launched 5-G Sony Experia 1 IV that

features a 4K HDR 120 fps camera with lenses from 80mm to

128mm.

Media, entertainment, technology. MET magic yet?

www.sonystream.com



Media and entertainment magic

For live updates on news, sports and entertainment, live in the SonyStream.

For decades, Sony has been at the forefront of technology,

media content and distribution around the world. Now, we’re

delighted to bring you the ultimate single destination for you to

access all of it.

With SonyStream, you can enjoy a seamless Sony experience of

streaming music, films and gaming on Play Station as well as

news and media updates from our colleagues at CBS. All online

and cloud-enabled and managed. Anytime, anywhere viewing

and enjoyment made possible by Sony, the world’s leading

media and entertainment company.

And you can expect even higher levels of technology to work for

your pleasure as well as for your creative satisfaction. From the

latest Sony mirrorless video camera, to our newest range of

imaging technology that uses intelligent vision sensors with AI

processing functionality, our Sony noise cancellation

headphones, and the just launched 5-G Sony Experia 1 IV that

features a 4K HDR 120 fps camera with lenses from 80mm to

128mm.

Media, entertainment, technology. MET magic yet? 

www.sonystream.com


